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                                                                   Antonio                                          Sergio 
                                                                  Bessa was                                       born on 
                                                                 November                                     25: 1951: 
                                                                In the beauti                              ful northern                                  
                                                               coast city of Fortaleza: Ceara: Brazil: Endless 
                                                              sand beaches: Palms: Sparkling sunrises over 
                                                             the big moon of the south Atlantic: Antonio 
                                                             Sergio Bessa was delivered at home by a mid 
                                                             Wife friend of the Bessa Family: The aunt of 
                                                                 Antonio Sergio Bessa who was also preg 
                                       nant also gave birth to the cousin of Antonio Sergio Be ssa: Raimundo 
                          Braga a few minutes after Antonio Sergio Bessa was born helped by the same midwife 
                                 who at the birth moment of Antonio Sergio Bessa had a remarkable vision 
                                                     of two starry gray tabby cats singing to the moon 
                                                   into a sunrise of transparent light and sharp gold star 
                                               on distant stone cave inhaling fume of art on hill of sugar                                                      
                                          where life is sweet: As a child the favorite activity of Antonio Sergio 
                                      Bessa was to run: The first job of Antonio Sergio Bessa when he was 1                 5 
                                  was as a library asistant: Antonio Sergio Bessa’s mother was born in Fortale            za:  
                               Ceara: Brazil: The father of Antonio Sergio Bessa was born in Manaus: Amazon        as: 
                            Brazil: The water jungle with an opera house: The land of the gigantic seven foot w      ide 
                          water lilly Victoria Amazonica: On the north bank of the Negro River: 11 miles abov     e its  
                       confluence with the Amazon. It is located 900 miles inland from the Atlantic coast in the    heart  
                     of the Amazon rain forest. As a child Antonio Sergio Bessa lived in Fortaleza:Ceara:  Brazil:  
                   As a child Antonio Sergio Bessa loved his grandfather: Now: Antonio Sergio Bessa lives   at the 
                  pinnacle of the A train on Sugar Hill in Harlem: Manhattan: New York City: New York:  U S A:                                                                         
                As an adult Antonio Sergio Bessa loves smart kids: A few people: His cats: Other people  ’s cats:  
              Especially huge gray tabby cats and very small gray tabby cats with something from Oscar  Wilde:                       A            n                                   
             Very decadent and 19th century as everything should still be: Intoxicating fumes of flowers  and shit                       nd          ow 
            and fur quick eyes mixed together to suggest sublime: Ethereal: Architectures: Antonio Sergio Bessa’s                       I wil        l sa                             
            favorite animal is : Ahhhhhhh! Cats: Antonio Sergio Bessa received his Ph.D. from the Department of                      y farewell to            
             Art and Art Professions: New York University: He has taught seminars in contemporary art at the                you: And I will sin  g  o f                   
               School of Visual Arts: New York: For four years and has worked in the education department of                        another flower intoxicate          d 
                 The Museum Of Modern Art: New York: Now: Antonio Sergio Bessa earns his living as Director                            see drunk sea light quick          ed 
                        of Education: Bronx Museum: New York: Antonio Sergio Bessa is a wonderful translator                                  sand molded sand golded            sa 
                               of Brazilian Poetry into English: The favorite idea of Antonio Sergio Bessa is the                                        nd rolled salt fumed oce        an 
                                       idea of idea: The favorite object of Antonio Sergio Bessa is every thing:                                               hearted art nourished       pa 
                                              The aim of the life of Antonio Sergio Bessa is to pass his life on                                                       lm swayed flower fu      me 
                                                   Earth without causing too much damage: The aim of the                                                             d sun sum son of t      he 
                                                         art of Antonio Sergio Bessa is to ground his Self:                                                                     golden Ceara coast too: 
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